Expect more from your floor.

Silikal Reactive Resin Flooring in the Practice
for Orthodontist Dr. Sybille Strohecker,
Offenbach/Main, Germany
Project information
Dentistry

A fresh and friendly way to cheer

Durable, easy-care and attractive: reactive resin floors from Silik
Afraid of the dentist? Not any more!
Not with the latest in gentle treat
ment methods and certainly not in
such a modern, bright and cheery
practice as the one headed by
Dr. Sybille Strohecker, Dentist for
Orthodontics in Offenbach, Germa
ny. Here the patient is king and can
feel good all around. In this recently
renovated practice, clear, bright col
ours and a refreshing transparency
makes a visit to the orthodontist
much easier to get through.
And a little tender loving care was
also given to the very basis of it
all: the state-of-the-art, seam

less reactive resin flooring system
from Silikal. The floor coating with
millimetre-sized coloured flakes in
green, yellow and white which are
strewn into the resin underscores
the carefree mood the dental office
was intended to convey.
The large selection of colours Silikal
systems offer enables designers to
match the floor perfectly with the
optical design of the entire space.
The treatment areas, waiting room,
reception area, the stairwell and
corridor were all given a covering
made of MMA (methyl-methacrylate)
resin.

r up your next visit to the dentist

kal hold up under all the loads of daily work in a dental practice
Especially important for the smooth
daily operation of a dental practice
is the excellent durability of such a
flooring system. Dr. Strohecker says,
“The floor has to hold up under a
whole range of difficult conditions,
among them the constant rolling of
our chairs back and forth across the
floor.” The even surfaces make all
this rolling both trouble-free and
even pleasurable. The comings-andgoings of so many patients leave as
few traces on the floor as the smaller
“accidents” in the lab where specia
lists work with plastics for making
braces. Even if some of them do fall
on the floor there are no long-term

consequences to fear because Silikal
floors, which by the way can usually
be put down quickly and without any
interruption to daily operations, are
extremely resistant to many alkalis,
greases, salts, acids, tinctures and
solutions of various kinds.
The decisive arguments for the
flooring system are, however, the
hygiene aspects it offers. The seam
less surfaces are easy to clean
thoroughly. Moisture and spills
can be removed completely from
the floor without any residues left
behind. Even harsh disinfectants
cannot hurt a Silikal floor.

Project Data

Object:
Orthodontist practice
Dr. Sybille Strohecker,
Kaiserstr. 29,
63065 Offenbach, Germany
Areas covered:
Waiting room, treatment rooms,
corridors, reception area, hallways
and stairs, a total of approx. 150 m2
Material:
Silikal reactive resin, primed with R 51,
R 61 as load-bearing coat, coloured
flake floor in green-yellow-white,
sealed with non-pigmented R 71.
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We see to the best
solution.

Your call—Silikal!
An overview of the advantages.
Hygienic and clean …
Monolithic, seamless surface
Resistant to alkalis, acids, greases,
oils, salts and other aggressive
media
Easy to take care of
Safe …
Anti-skid surface grades
Wear and tear resistant
Can withstand hot and cold
Quick and beautiful …
Extremely short curing times;
no interruptions in business when
renovations are made!
Easy to lay, even at temperatures
below zero
Selection of appealing colours,
e. g. with coloured quartz sand or
flakes mixtures as standard

The best solutions require know-how
and experience. We can provide it.
Silikal production and administration
in Mainhausen, near Frankfurt/Main,
Germany.

Certified Quality
Management System
Cert. Reg. No. 73 100 663

Certified Ecology
Management System
Cert. Reg. No. 73 104 856

When we go out on site to analyse a
problem, we know what we’re doing.
Practical help, friendly and, of course,
reliable.
Contact us. We would be pleased to go
into detail with you—at no cost or obli
gation to you, of course.

Ask about our
Colour Concept!

All details given above can only serve as general information. The various working conditions or circumstances
beyond our control and the many different materials in use exclude any claim which might arise out of the
information contained herein. In case of doubt, we recommend that you make sufficient trials on your own.
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